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How to Use Test Booklet and Answer Sheet for NTA NET
Examination 2019
The candidates will get The Answer Sheet placed inside the sealed Test Booklet will be given to
candidates and they can open that after announcement (Note: do note open seal before the
announcement).

Some Important Things to Keep in Mind:
1. First of all verify the serial number and series of the Test Booklet with the serial number
and series of OMR sheet. If there is any variation then immediately return the Test
Booklet and OMR sheet to the invigilator for the replacement with another set of same
series available in the examination hall/centre.
2. Each Answer Sheet will have a pre-printed Test Booklet Code like A, B, C or D. The
candidates have to check that Test Booklet Code pre-printed on the Answer Sheet is the
same as printed on the Test Booklet.
3. The Answer Sheet allotted to you is of special type which will be scanned on Optical
Scanner.
4. Should be careful while filling following columns of the Answer Sheet and only use
Blue/Black ball point pen only. Use of pencil is note allowed.
a. Roll Number
b. Name of the candidate
c. Father’s Name
d. Centre Number
e. Name of the Examination Centre
f. Signature of the candidate
5. Only fill one option Out of four alternatives for each question and to fill correct answer
darkened completely with blue/black Ball Point Pen only. For ex:
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Diagram of OMR

6. Candidates cannot rough anything on the Answer Sheet. And for All rough work use the
Test Booklet.
7. After darken some answer candidates are not allowed to change it, otherwise it will not
consider
Note:
If any persons remove pages from the test-booklet during examination, impersonating
or trying to appear through forged means will be dealt with as per law.
Drum up support directly or indirectly or influencing staff by unfair means would lead
to serious consequences including disqualification of the candidates.
8. The candidates are not allowed to talk to each other nor discuss any matter during the
examination in the examination hall/room. And if any candidate violating these
instructions will be treated as unfair means and his/her result will not be declared.
9. Candidate who does not appear in paper-I, cannot permitted to attempt paper-II and
paper-III.

▷

NTA NET Paper-1 fully-solved question bank (including prior year problems), mock test

series, FREE video lectures, and online crash course: Our exclusive material coprehensively
covers the vast and evolving paper 1 syllabus.

Discussions & Questions
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